
The MK 2300 E local air conditioner from Einhell is ideal for up to 65 cubic meters. To enable it to be moved about easily it has four castors. The large

control panel with an illuminated LED indicator display makes it easy to operate: On and off, air conditioning between +18°C and +32°C, sleep or fan

function. The MK 2300 E has “ON delay” and “ON time” settings and a remote control for convenient operation. The exhaust air hose, which is approx.

1.50 meters in length, has an adapter, and a window gap cover is also included. The air intake filter is equipped with an activated carbon filter. The air

conditioner has a condensate collector with a capacity of approx. 0.85 liters.

MK 2300 E

Local Air Conditioner
Item No.: 2360361

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825616644

Features
Large control panel with LED-Display-

4 pcs castors-

Exhaust air hose with adaptor (L max 150 cm)-

Window gap covering-

Air suction filter with activated carbon filter-

Integrated condense water box (approx. 0.85 l capacity)-

Temperature level: +18°C up to +32°C-

Operating level section (Mode): Autom., cooling, fan-

Power on-time/ Switch-on delay: 1 to 12 h, continuous operation-

Unit ON-OFF-

Sleep function-

Technical Data
- Cooling capacity 2300 W   (7850 BTU/h )

- Energy consumption 0.88 kWh/60 min.

- Total input power 880 W

- Energie efficiency class (A+++ - D) A

- Energy grade 2,61

- Air volume operation range 355 m³/h

- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- IP class IP X0

- Sound power level; Lwa 65 dB (A)

- Refrigerant R410A  |  390 g

Logistic Data
- Gross weight export carton 24.6 kg

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 207 | 0 | 440

- Dimensions single packaging 775 x 523 x 345 mm

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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